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Abstract—There is a need among transportation maintenance decision makers for a better understanding of the long-term behavior of railroad tracks. The use of accurate techniques to predict track conditions increases track safety and maintenance effectiveness. This paper provides a review of degradation models relevant for railroad tracks. Furthermore, due to the lack of long term information on the condition development of tram infrastructures, presents the methodology which will be used to derive degradation models from the data of Melbourne tram network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past, transport organizations generally focused on construction and expansion of networks. Traditional maintenance plans mainly based on the knowledge and experience of expertise, with the major goal of providing a high level of safety to the infrastructures without so much concern over economical issues. In recent years, after completing expansion of major part of networks and also limitations in transport sector budgets, the emphasis has increasingly shifted from developing new infrastructure to intelligently maintaining the existing ones. Therefore, efforts are being made to develop a unified framework for maintenance decision making process and the underlying idea is to reduce the operation and maintenance expenditure while still assuring high safety standards.

For mechanical equipment, deterioration can be very quick, and so the economic importance of failure is clear. In case of transportation infrastructures such as road pavements and rail tracks, although most of the time deterioration process is very slow, but it might lead to massive failures with an enormous financial loss. As a result it is very important to decide when and how to perform maintenance operations for such systems and how to allocate the resources (manpower, materials, machines and funds) to the parts of the system with highest need. For railway track networks some maintenance decision support systems have been developed during recent decades to compare different maintenance and renewal policies, reduce costs and improve reliability decades (eg. Ref.[1]-[6]). While for railway track for different geometrical degradation modes and component deterioration the relation with the track load, time, speed of vehicles and other affecting parameters has been studied, the knowledge on degradation analysis and modeling of tram/LRT tracks has been rudimentary. This knowledge on rail track deterioration, results in different decision support models allowing an optimization of maintenance operations, for long, mid and short term planning of tram/LRT tracks.

The track condition data of Melbourne tram network was for a long time only gathered through inspection on-sight and stocked in a non-digitized way. In the past, based on these data and experience of expertise, accumulated over many years, track maintenance operations were traditionally planned. With the introduction of new track inspection vehicles that run through track and detect a large amount of data from infrastructure condition, developing a framework for maintenance decision making of Melbourne tram network seems to be necessary.

Due to the lack of long term information on the condition development of light rail infrastructures, this study focuses on the result of the track inspections. Combined with information on the use of the track (traffic parameters) and other significant parameters (e.g. characteristics of the curves, type of rail profiles) to compose a model for forecasting track conditions. Based on the degradation model, maintenance and renewal operations will be optimized with respect to total cost of maintenance. This paper will present the first results from the literature study on this subject and the methodology which will be used to derive models from the data.

This paper is organized as follows: after the introduction, a description of the railroad tracks (including train and tram) characteristics, degradation process and maintenance operations are presented. In Section III, the track degradation modeling approaches are outlined. In Section IV stochastic models will be surveyed, together with the methodology which is chosen for this study (Section V).

1 Light Rail Transit (LRT) is usually used to describe modern low floor trams operating in a right of way separate from other vehicle traffic. Trams are generally considered to be older vehicles often with steps to access the cab. These tend to operate in on-street or “streetcar” contexts but can have some degree of segregated right of way. “Streetcar” operations have an on-street right of way track shared with private car and freight vehicle traffic[7].
II. RAILROAD TRACKS

A railroad or railway is a track where the vehicle travels over two parallel rails. The rails support and guide the wheels of the vehicles, which are traditionally either trains or trams. The aim of this section is to investigate the characteristics, degradation mechanism, quality indices, and operations carried out to improve quality of train and tram tracks.

A. Railroad Track Characteristics

The most common type of rail tracks are traditional ballasted track and concrete slab track (ballast less track) [8]. On traditional ballasted track, the rail is mounted onto a wooden or concrete sleeper. The sleeper sits on a bed of ballast which distributes the loading to the subgrade. Top ballast is placed between the sleepers and on the shoulders to provide longitudinal and lateral stability (Fig. 1). The nature of ballasted track necessitate that the track can and will move under load; routine maintenance (especially tamping) is always required to restore line and level, and clean or replace ballast regularly. In addition to this ballasted track is a massive structure that makes it impossible to be used in tunnels, subway and especially in the urban roads as the tram track.

![Figure 1. Configuration of typical ballasted train track](image1)

In concrete slab track systems, the ballast is replaced by a rigid concrete slab track which transfers the load and provides track stability. Resilience is introduced into the track system by means of elastomeric components. There are different types of slab track systems that the most common type which is used is the embedded rail slab track. This kind of slab track with grooved rails is used because the surface is shared with road vehicles or pedestrian zones or sidewalks, so the track often has to be flush with road surface or pavement. Fig. 2 shows a typical tram track with embedded grooved rail.

![Figure 2. Configuration of typical tram track](image2)

B. Railroad Track Degradation

The degradation of rail track geometry is usually quantified in terms of seven track geometry defects: The left/right longitudinal level defects (LLL/RLL), the left/right horizontal alignment defects (LHA/RHA), cant defects (C), gauge deviations (GD) and track twist (T). They are measured using automated measuring systems, and saved as digitalized data. Many infrastructure decision makers tend to combine all these defects into track quality index which is typically a function of the standard deviations of each defect and/or vehicle’s permissible speed. For further studies on track quality indices refer to [9]-[12].

In horizontal curves when a vehicle turns, the outer wheels have to travel further than the inner wheels, but rail vehicle wheels are usually mounted on a solid axle so they turn at the same speed. On a road vehicle, this is usually achieved by allowing the wheels to move independently, and fixing the front wheels in an arrangement known as Ackermann steering geometry. Trains and trams can turn corners without wheel-slip because the outer horizontal part of the wheels has a slightly tapered rim. The guide flange (ridge) is on the inside to prevent the vehicle from slipping sideways off the rails. The horizontal (cone-shaped) rim makes contact with the slightly convex top of a steel rail in different horizontal places so that the outer wheel has a larger effective diameter than the inner wheel [13]. With both tram and train wheels, this happens naturally because the tires are cone shaped sloping surfaces: the inside diameter is a few millimeters larger than the outside. As the track starts to curve, the train tries to run straight. The wheel flange presses against the side of the curved rail so the “contact point” between rail and wheel moves a few millimeters outwards, making the effective diameter of the outer wheel temporarily larger, and equally opposite: the effective diameter of the inner wheel effectively becomes temporarily smaller. This technique works well on large-radius curves which are canted, but not as well on tight curves. Larsson (2004) studied wear mechanism of rail as a function of curve radius and showed rail degradation in tight curves due to rail wear is an important issue in railway infrastructure.

City trams often use very tight curves, sometimes with a radius of much less than about 50 meters, and canting may be impossible because the track surface has to be flush with the road surface. In this respect, investigating track deterioration in tram curves due to rail wear is a major concern for maintenance decision makers.

III. DEGRADATION MODELING

So far, the railroad track characteristics and its degradation have been briefly described. However, moving on to the realm of modeling will help form the basis in the maintenance optimization procedure described later. Track inspection data provide maintenance decision makers with information on the current condition of the track. This data can be used to develop models that predict future track conditions and provide information for planning of maintenance and rehabilitation interventions.
There are two general approaches for track degradation modeling: mechanistic and statistical models. Mechanistic approach use fundamental theories of infrastructure behavior for modeling, while the statistical approach involves the analysis of many observations of actual track performance and corresponding casual parameters. These two approaches and their contributions in track degradation modeling are outlined in this section.

A. Mechanistic Approach

Several attempts have been made to make mechanistic models based on laboratory studies to explain the track degradation process. Four models explaining mechanistic track degradation approach that are widely used in practical applications around the world are surveyed in this paper:

- An empirical track settlement model based on Japanese studies [14].
- A series of equations predicting settlement rate from ballast pressure based on experiments at the Technical University of Munich [15].
- An Austrian model looking at development of track quality from passenger’s point of view [16].
- The ORE examined data available from a number of administrations and proposed a model that divided into two parts: the first part describes the deterioration directly after a maintenance action. The parameters $a$, $b$, and $c$ are constants suggested to be in the value range: $1.57-2.23$ and $3.04-15.2$ respectively.

TU Graz has examined settlement developments in Austria by a quality index, which represents accelerations in the vehicle caused by track irregularities [19]. This index comprises of both horizontal and vertical deviations in tracks together with a lack of super elevation and speed [16]. An exponential development of track quality index over time was found giving the following expression for track quality:

$$Q = Q_0 e^{-b x t}$$

where $Q$ is the track quality index and $Q_0$ is the initial track quality. The Austrian exponential model says that the rougher the track becomes the more dynamic forces are created when trains pass, which increases the settlement.

Although mechanistic approach provides a good engineering understanding of how track responds to vehicle loading, it relies on mechanical properties of track parameters which are difficult to quantify and is very different from place to place. The result is that when mechanistic models are used to predict track degradation, considerable predictive errors are expected. On the other hand, the statistical approach involves the analysis of many observations of actual track condition and the corresponding causal parameters. When actual observations are used for modeling, more realistic prediction of track condition is expected to be given comparing to the mechanistic approach. Thus when a large amount of recorded data is available, it is preferred to use statistical approach for track degradation modeling.

B. Statistical Approach

Aim of statistical based degradation models is to find a general pattern for the statistical distribution of the track geometry using inspected data of track condition. Primary investigations to understand the fundamentals of deterioration mechanism of railroad track were carried out by the Office for Research and Experiments (ORE) of the International Union of Railways (UIC$^2$) in the 1980s [8]. The ORE examined data available from a number of administrations and proposed a model that divided into two parts: the first part describes the deterioration directly after tamping, $e_0$, and the second part describes the deterioration depending on traffic volume $T$, dynamic axle load $2Q$ and speed $v$. The relationship reads:

$$e = e_0 + h T^a (2Q)^b v^c$$

where $h$ is a constant and the parameters $a$, $b$, and $c$ have to be estimated from experimental data. The ORE model have been analyzed on the data obtained from American and Indian Railways by [20] and [21], respectively.

Zwanenburg conducted statistical analyses on the Swiss Federal Railways network to retrieve the lifetime expectancy of complete railway switch and crossing system and their respective components [22]. He conducted single parameters analyses and multi parameters analysis on switch and crossing life.

---

$^2$ Union Internationale des Chemins de fer
expectancy. From the single parameters analysis, it can be concluded that 4 parameters including: soil quality, switch angle, percentage of freight trains and speed have an effect on the life time distribution of standard turnouts. For multi parameter analysis, it could be derived that the percentage of freight trains and the frog angle have some significant effects. Model results are presented in (5).

\[ y = s + \alpha x_1 + \beta x_2 + \gamma x_3 + \delta x_4 \]  

where \( y \) is life time expectancy of switch and crossing \( x_1 \) is percentage of freight trains, \( x_2 \) is frog angle, \( x_3 \) is a variable related to soil quality of subgrade and \( x_4 \) is speed. More recently, several approaches have been proposed to capture the nonlinear characteristics of track quality deterioration [4], [23], [24].

IV. STOCHASTIC TRACK DEGRADATION MODELING

It would be helpful to look at the rail track from the stochastic point of view. The track is considered to be reliable when it performs its intended function under operating conditions for a specific period of time. When this is not the case, the track fails. The probability that the track will fail in a small time interval, is called the hazard rate. The concept of the hazard rate is involved in many methods and approaches to maintenance analysis [25]-[27]. The hazard rate function can have several behaviors. As far as the railroad is concerned, the most likely character is the so-called bathtub curve, as shown in Fig. 3.

![Bathtub curve](image)

Figure 3. Bathtub curve with a local time-dependent hazard rate [28]

During the early life of an item (I), there are early failures caused by initial weakness or defects in material, poor quality control, inadequate manufacturing methods, human error, initial settlement, etc. Early failures show up early in the life of an item and are characterized by a high failure rate in the beginning, which keeps decreasing as time elapses. During the second part of the bathtub curve (II), the hazard rate is approximately constant. This period of life is known as the useful life during which only random failures occur. After the useful life the wear-out period starts (III), when the failure rate increases. The causes for these wear-out failures include wear due to aging, fatigue cracking, corrosion and creep, poor maintenance, wear due to friction, and incorrect overhaul practices.

In the degradation models, a limit called critical failure progression is defined. This is a limit saying that degradation passing this limit is assumed to be critical. However, in real life there often exists more than just one level. The failure progress can be specified in various ways. The most common used model for the failure progression is the Gamma process which is a continuous time stochastic processes. For further info on systems with gamma deterioration process refer to [29]. A limitation of these processes is that the degradation is assumed to be linear with time. This is some time problematic when, for example rail cracks are modeled, since the failure progression is believed to go faster and faster as the crack size increases.

An alternative approach is to base the analysis on Markov models. By using Markov models a wide range of dependencies can be taken into account. Shafahi [30] developed a Markov model where the track quality index is calculated in a range of 0-100 based on the track unevenness, twist, alignment and gauge measurements. The 100 unit range was then mapped onto 5 states in the Markov model. Transition probabilities for the transition matrix were then established from changes in the track quality index over time. An alternative 50-state Markov model is proposed by Lyngby [26] to represent the variation of twist over time. In this treatment each of the states represents the twist on a section of track up to 50nm. Alternative deterioration rates were given for the model depending on whether the track section was straight, curved or a transition section. The model also was used to optimize the frequency between track geometry inspections. Prescott [31] proposed a model that considers the degradation, inspection and maintenance of a single one eighth of a mile section of UK railway track. A Markov model of such a section is produced. Track degradation data from the UK rail network has been analysed to produce degradation distributions which are used to define transition rates within the Markov model. The model considers the changing deterioration rate of the track section following maintenance and is used to analyse the effects of changing the level of track geometry degradation at which maintenance is requested for the section. Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) approaches to rail failure modeling are also used by Podofillini et al [32].

V. A DEGRADATION MODEL FOR THE MELBOURNE TRAM TRACK

Determining optimal maintenance during a planning horizon, while satisfying certain constraints in a railway system, is the objective of this study. To reach this objective, a Markov model for track deterioration is chosen and applied to Melbourne tram data.

Victorian public transport corporation defines three limits for track condition to ensure the safe operation of tram service [33]. A maintenance limit (C) indicates further investigation, an action limit (B) says that maintenance is required, and finally safety limit (F) says operational restriction is required. The first degraded state, denoted “C”, is for minor degraded failures. When a “C” fault is found in track a speed restriction will be imposed, the inspections are made more frequently and maintenance intervention is desirable but not mandatory.

When a “B” fault is found in a track section, in addition
to speed restriction prompt maintenance intervention is required. Finally when an “F” fault is found, that section of track is considered condemned. The critical failure due to degradation can be avoided by preventive maintenance if they are found in inspection intervals. In order to model the maintenance of the degradation failures, the degradation states will be split, according to whether these states are inspected or not. A subscript u on the degraded states indicates that a degraded failure is undetected. Likewise, a subscript d indicates a degraded failure is inspected. The Markov diagram is presented in Fig. 4, which is valid for the complete inspection interval. Note that, if it is inspected that the line is in the state C, then the next inspection interval will start in state C_u.

![Markov diagram](image)

Figure 4. Markov model adapted to the melbourne tram track

where C_u and B_u are undetected minor and major degraded failures, respectively. Likewise, C_d and B_d are detected minor and major degraded failure, respectively. Note that the modeling allows transition from C to B to have different rates (ω, σ), depending on whether the degradation to C is detected or not. But the rate of failure (to F) is assumed to be the same for both B_u and B_d (υ).

Using transition rates make it possible to write the intensity matrix, of this time continues Markov chain, numbering the states as Normal=1, C_u=2, C_d=3, B_u=4, B_d=5, F=6 and Repaired=7.

VI. CONCLUSION

Transportation agencies have historically focused on major construction and expansion of infrastructure. However, recently the emphasis has drastically shifted from development of new infrastructure to intelligently maintaining the existing ones. Despite having the largest urban light rail network of the world in Melbourne, its maintenance planning system is traditionally based on the experience of expertise. This paper presents a model which is currently in development to assess tram track conditions and predict required maintenance operations. It describes a degradation mechanism through various states and uses a combination of time continues and time discrete Markov chain.
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